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Rhapsody...
Beacon Blaze
Our Grade 3 little dancing stars made our school proud by
winning the numero uno position at the 'BEACON BLAZE' an
inter school dancing competition conducted by Beacon High
School. Our school performed on the Earth and Water
elements keeping in sync with the theme 'Five elements of
nature'. The children gracefully performed a fusion dance
comprising of bharatnatyam and free style.
Grade 3 you made us proud!

Sports day
Unique, like every year, with an array of displays and athletic feats woven with good speeches and compeering
by our kids, Rishikul sports day was an event to watch for. The day reflected personal victories, sportsman spirit
and team work which was applauded by our lively audience…our enthusiastic and energetic parents!

Anandvan 2012-13
It was overwhelming as we counted 10 years from the inception of the school, covering a journey with each year
unique in many ways.
This year also marked a triumph as we took a plunge forward with our Anandvan which was ‘zara hatke’. This
year's Anandvan was different as it is largely driven by our students. It was dreamt, visualized, planned and
executed by them.
It gave us a snapshot in the…Life in Aamchi Mumbai, the city of dreams, the city that never sleeps and the
children saluted the undying spirit of our city through a potpourri of songs, dance , skits and fun.
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Rhapsody...
Teachers training workshop

Embarking into the New Year with the prestigious Cambridge
International Primary years programme affiliation, teachers underwent
rigorous training to equip themselves to execute the curricula in their
classrooms. They attended various online, face to face and in school
workshops.

Orientation of parents
Our parents were orientated into the primary and secondary
coursework in order to give them an overview of subject
wise aims and objectives and teaching strategies used in
the daily classroom teaching and learning. School’s faith in
parents co-operation was once again affirmed in this
orientation.

Cambridge Checkpoint Exams
In the month of April 2013 our Grade 5 students
appeared for the Cambridge Checkpoint examinations
conducted by the CIE (Cambridge University of
International Examinations).These exams are
diagnostic tests in the core subjects of English, Math
and Science.

So again, “Onwards Ho!”
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